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some recent pros-and-cons voiced on literal transcribing and other facets of editorial
decision-making make these excerpts from Link's most recent volume appropriate.]
We have never and do not intend to print
documents. We print them exactly as they are, with
noted. We never use the word sic except when words
we think that a succession of sics simply defaces a

critical, or corrected, versions of
a few exceptions which we have always
are repeated in a document; in fact,
page.

As we have said, we repair words in square brackets only for clarity and ease of
reading. Our general rule is to do this when we ourselves cannot read the word without
stopping to determine its meaning. Jumbled words and names misspelled beyond recognition
of course have to be repaired. However, we are usually able to correct the misspelling of
a name in the footnote identifying the person.
However, when an old man writes to Wilson saying that he is glad to hear that Wilson
is "connning" to Newark, or a semiliterate farmer from Texas writes phonetically, we see no
reason to correct spellings in square brackets when the words are perfectly understandableo
We do not correct Wilson's misspellings. For example, for some reason he insisted upon
spelling "belligerent" as "belligerant." Nothing would be gained by correcting "belligerant ti
in square brackets.
We think that it is very important for several reasons to follow the rule of verbatim
et literatim. Most important, a document has its own integrity and power, oftentimes particularly when it is not written in perfect literary form. There is something very moving
in seeing a Texas dirt farmer struggling to express his feelings in words, or a semiliterate
former slave doing the same thing. Second, in Wilson's case it is crucially important to
reproduce his errors in letters that he typed himself, as he always typed badly when he was
in an agitated state. Third, since style is the essence of the person, we would never
correct grannnar or make tenses consistent, as one correspondent has urged us to do. Fourth.
we think that it is obligatory to print typed documents verbatim et literatim. For example,
we think that it is very important that we print exact transcriptS-of Charles L. Swem's
copies of Wilson's letters. Swem made many mistakes ('.ire correct them in footnotes from a
reading of his shorthand books), and Wilson let them pass. We thus have to assume that
Wilson did not read his letters before signing them, and this, we think. is a significant
fact. Bryan had one abominable stenographer. In letters in this volume, he spells the name
of the steamship Fa1aba as Fabala and "principle" as "principal." (We did not correct these
and similar errors.) We think that it tells us a great deal about Bryan, who was himself a
sloppy speller and writer. that he should have let such letters go to the President of the
United States. Finally, printing letters and typed documents verbatim et literatim tells
us a great deal about the educational level of the stenographica1 profession in the United
States during Wilson's time.
EDITORS AND THEIR WORK
W. J. MORGAN, editor of Naval Documents of the American Revolution, reports that volume
8 is now in press • • • • CHARLESF. HOBSON, c(;:"editor of the James Madison Papers. will
become editor of the John Marshall Papers at the College of William and Mary in September •
• • • Ms. BETH WITHERALL is serving as associate editor of the Henry Thoreau project at
Princeton University, where WILLIAM L. HOWART is editor-in-chief • • • • Volume 5 of the
Papers of Andrew Johnson, edited by LEROY Pc GRAF AND RALPH W. HASKINS, will be published
in September by the University of Tennessee Press. c •• PAUL MACHLIS, assistant editor of
the Mark Twain Papers at the University of California / Berkeley, reports that volume 3 of
Twain's Notebooks & Journals and volumes 1-3 of Twain's Collected Letters are in press • • . •
During the spring of 1980 the University of Tennessee Press will publish -·vo1ume 1 of a projected 15 for the Papers of Andrew Jackson, edited by SAM B. SMITH and HARRIET CHAPPELL
OWSLEY. The time span covered is 1770 to 1803 • . • • First Lady Rosalynn Carter presen~ed
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Pope John Paul II with a six-volume set of the Works of William James during her recent
visit to the Vatican. The volumes were published by Harvard from texts supplied by the
James project at the University of Virginia. • • • CHARLES VANDERSEE and editorial associates
on the Henry Adams letters, University of Virginia, are stumped by several quotations and
seek helpo Please write them (c/o English Department) if you can identify: (1872 or earlier)
"Like that famous cow we are 'not hurt much, but some discouraged'" and (1873 or earlier)
"Poor old horse! / Bury him decent! / i Twasn 't his f aul t! / After all!"
HAVE YOU PAID YOUR DUES?
Editors planning to attend the Princeton convention November 8-9 should be sure that
they are in good standing with ADEo A number of participants in the organizational meeting
at St. Louis apparently have assumed they are members~ but have failed to send Charlene N.
Bickford a $15 check. Please help us hold down bookkeeping and postage expenses by sending
$15 to Ms. Bickford~ c/o First Federal Congress Project, George Washington University,
Washington, D.C. 20052, and then your dues will be paid to December 31, 1979.
"EXTERNAL FACT AS AN EDITORIAL PROBLEM"
By G. Thomas Tanselle
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
[editor's note: In 1978 a provocative article by Dr. Tanselle. "The Editing of
Historical Documents;' appeared in the annual volume of Studies in Bibliography, edited by
Fredson Bowers. In the 1979 edition of Studies, Dr. Tanselle has followed his earlier
survey with a probe of specific problems. The Bibliographical Society of the University
of Virginia has permitted the newsletter to reproduce several paragraphs from Tansellefs
latest contribution.]
When Keats in his sonnet on Chapman's Homer wrote of "stout Cortez,ti rather than
Balboa, staring at the Pacific with eagle eyes, he created what has become the classic
instance of a factual error in a work of imaginative literature. Yet few readers have
been bothered by the error or felt that it detracts from the power of the sonnet. and
editors have not regarded it as a crux calling for emendation.
The view that an
historical error does not detract from the greatness of a poem is of course grounded on
the argument that an imaginative wOJ;'k creates its own internal world for the communi~,<ttion
of truth: the work can express a "truth" relevant to the outside world without being
faithful to that world in the details out of which the work is constructed. No one is
surprised by the expression of this principle, which is, after all, central to an understanding of literature as metaphorical statement. What is less often considered, however,
is the complexity of its editorial implications.
Certainly a critical editor cannot take as a general rule Thorpe's comment that
"Poetically, it does not matter." Whether or not a particular error matters depends on
more than whether or not it occurs in a poem or a "creative" work: sometimes a factual
error in a poem may indeed call for correction, while at other times it may not, and the
editor must decide which is the case in any given instance, and why • • • •
The editor of a critical text sets out to eliminate from a particular copy-text what
can be regarded as errors in it; defining what constitutes an "error" is therefore basic
to the editorial procedure. Any concept of error involves the recognition of a standard:
an editor can label certain readings of a text erroneous only by finding that they fail to
conform to a certain standard. Determining appropriate standards for editorial judgment
must take into account the nature of the piece of writing as a whole and the nature of each
individual passage in it as well as the nature of the edition that is to result, and it
must recognize that errors may fall into discrete classes, each demanding different treat-

